Help your Compiler to Cut the Carbon Footprint

Project Goals

In this master project, you will explore how to use code analysis techniques to estimate the energy demand of software on a very fine-grained level (e.g. on function granularity). To achieve this goal, several metrics need to be extracted from code, such as memory access patterns, instruction profiles, and many more. Both hardware performance counters and energy measurement facilities---such as the PINPOINT tool developed at our group---will serve as important metrics for the attribution process.

As the energy properties vary heavily across systems, you will be given access to a large variety of computing devices to validate your findings. Ultimately, our goal is to use the collected data to optimize job placement in data centers in order to improve energy efficiency.

We will assist you publishing your findings in a technical report or a scientific article.

Background

In recent years, energy has become a critical operating resource across all computer categories, ranging from embedded devices to powerful server systems and entire data centers. For small-scale, battery-operated equipment, the relevance of energy-awareness may be obvious. On a larger scale however, energy consumption contributes significantly to the carbon footprint and the operating costs of compute infrastructure, and power dissipation is also an important factor limiting the performance and scalability of today's systems.

Unfortunately, the impact of software on the energy efficiency of computers is still widely underestimated. Aside from this canonical worst case where a rogue process is draining the batteries of mobile devices, it is not obvious what software optimization technique may lead to energy-efficient code.
The situation is further complicated by an increasing level of heterogeneity in current system architectures. Besides traditional general purpose processors, heterogeneous computer architectures incorporate accelerators such as GPUs, FPGAs, or TPUs. As a result, some processor architectures or accelerators may be more efficient at certain workloads than others. Being able to attribute energy demand to code can reveal valuable insights regarding the efficiency of the overall system operation as well as of specific workload executions. In addition, the gathered data can be used to optimize operation procedures or adjust workload execution modalities.
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